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INTRODUCTION
Let F be a commutative locally compact non-archimedean field, D a
central F-division algebra of degree d2, and V a right D-vector space with
 .finite dimension m G 1. Then A s End V is a central simple F-algebraD
and its multiplicative group G s A= is locally compact and totally discon-
nected. More precisely, this is the group of rational points of a connected
  ..reductive group defined over F an inner form of GL F . The categorym d
of smooth complex representations of G has been classified in two cases:
 w x.  w x.when A is split see 3, 4 and when A is a division algebra see 9, 1 . In
each case the classification of representations involves subfield extensions
ErF of A satisfying a certain arithmetic property: there must exist a
parahoric subgroup K in G, with normalizer K, such that E=; K. In that
case we say that ErF is pure with respect to K.
The classification of smooth representations of G has not yet been
achieved in the case where A is neither split nor a division algebra the
.mixed case , but we hope that the pure subfield extensions ErF of A will
play a similar role in this classification. However, as Frohlich pointed outÈ
w x7 , certain pure extensions are not desirable in the mixed case. Indeed let
= G be the centralizer of E in G and K s G l K. We can prove seeE E E
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.the remark following Theorem 1.3 below that K is a parahoric subgroupE
of the E-reductive group G . Let K denote its normalizer in G . Then inE E E
the case d s 1 or m s 1, we always have K ; K, but this property doesE
 .not hold in general when m ) 1 and d ) 1 . Moreover this containment
w xis crucial in the works 3, 9, 1 .
We will say that a field extension ErF ; A is a good embedding as an
.embedding of an abstract field extension in A if the containment K ; KE
w xholds. These good embeddings were studied by Frohlich 7 in case K is aÈ
maximal compact mod centre subgroup of G. Note also that in his
 .definition of good embeddings which he called sound , he demanded not
only the containment K ; K, but also that K be a maximal compactE E
mod centre subgroup of G . In this paper we will study the phenomenonE
of good and bad embeddings in all generality and therefore generalize
w xsome results in 7 . More precisely, we will prove that K can be seen asE
 .the group of automorphisms of a lattice sequence in V see Definition 1.1 ,E
where V is a space on which G acts naturally. The group K is thenE E E
endowed with a natural filtration, which is the trace of the canonical
filtration of K on G . Finally the condition K ; K will be explicitlyE E
described in terms of the embedding of k in a finite dimensionalE
 .k -algebra attached to K here k denotes a residue field .F
There are at least two reasons to achieve this work:
 .  .1 Bushnell and Kutzko's construction for GL F demands weN
deal with any parahoric subgroup of G.
 .2 Our approach, which is totally independent of Frohlich's, allowsÈ
us to understand the ``geometry of the problem'' especially by using the
.notion of lattice sequence and might therefore be a better tool to tackle
the representation theory of G.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 1, we recall some basic
facts on hereditary orders, lattice chains, and lattice sequences, and we
describe the intersection K l G , as well as the trace of the canonicalE
filtration of K on G . The proofs of these facts are given in Sections 2, 3,E
and 6. In Section 4, we give the effective criterion to decide whether a
given embedding is good or not. Finally in Section 5 we study some
examples.
Since any parahoric subgroup of G is the multiplicative group of some
 w x.hereditary order in A see, e.g., 5 , we are going to state our results in
terms of these orders and give up the parahoric subgroup point of view,
which has been useful in this introduction.
I thank Colin Bushnell, Martin Grabitz, and Guy Henniart for stimulat-
ing discussions.
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1. PRELIMINARIES AND STATEMENT OF THE
FIRST RESULT
We keep the notation of the first paragraph of the Introduction. If K is
a locally compact non-archimedean field that we do not assume to be
.necessarily commutative , we denote by
o its ring of integers,K
 .p the maximal two sided ideal of o ,K K
 .k s o rp the finite residue class field of K.K K K
=  .If R is a ring with unity, we denote by R its group of units and by rad R
its Jacobson radical.
We fix a maximal unramified extension L of F in D, as well as a
uniformizer p of D such that py1Lp s L. Recall that the map s : l ¬D D D
y1  .p lp is a generator of Gal LrF .D D
We fix a hereditary o -order U in A and we denote by P its JacobsonF
 .radical and by K s K U its normalizer in G. Note that K is also the
=  wnormalizer of the parahoric subgroup U see 2, Remark following
 .x. w  .xTheorem 1.2.8 . One knows 2, Theorem 1.2.8 that there exists an
 . w xo -lattice chain X s X in V such that, with the notation of 2 , weD k k g Z
have
0  4U s End X [ a g AraX ; X , k g Z . .o k kD
Recall that X is by definition a strictly decreasing sequence of o -latticesD
in V satisfying X P s X , where r is an integer which does notk D kqr
 .depend on k this is the period of X . The chain X is unique up to a
translation of indices and the powers of P are given by
u u  4P s End X [ a g AraX ; X , k g Z , u g Z. .o k kquD
The group K is also the group of automorphisms of X, that is, the set of g
in G satisfying gX s X , where k does not depend on k. The mapk kqk gg
deg : K ª Z, g ¬ k X . g
is a homomorphism of groups, with image tZ, t ) 0. The integer t has the
 .following interpretation. Put n s dim X rX , k g Z. The sequencek k k kq1D
 .  .n is periodic with period r not necessarily the smallest one . Thek k g Z
integer t is then the smallest positive period of this sequence. We call it
the smallest period of X.
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 .Remark that if we pick an element z in K with degree deg z s t, X .
then we have
 :  : =K s z ker deg s z U , . X .
 :where z is the group generated by z.
We fix a subfield ErF of A such that E=; K. Since o= is compact, itE
must be contained in U=, for this latter group is the maximal compact
 w  .x. =subgroup of K cf. 2, Theorem 1.2.8 . We get that o s span o ;E o EF
= span U ; U. In particular, seeing A as an E-vector space via theo F
.containment E ; A , U is an o -lattice in A and an o -submodule,F E
whence an o -lattice in A.E
Let B denote the centralizer of E in A. This is a central simple
E-algebra that we write End W, where D is a division algebra with centerD
 .E and W a finite dimensional right D-vector space. Write B for the ring
U l B. Since B is an E-subspace of A and U is an o -lattice, B is anE
o -lattice in B, whence an o -order.E E
We need a slight generalization of the notion of lattice chain, i.e., the
w xone of lattice sequence. This notion was first introduced in 4 for other
purposes.
 .DEFINITION 1.1. i An o -lattice sequence in W is a sequence L sD
 .L of o -lattices in W, satisfying:u ug Z D
 .a L ; L , u g Z,uq1 u
 .b there exists an integer r such that L p s L , u g Z. Theu D uqr
integer r is called the period of L.
 .ii To a lattice sequence L, we can attach a filtration of the ring B
by o -lattices,F
 4B L s b g BrbL ; L , u g Z , n g Z. .n u uqn
 .  .iii Finally, we define the group of automorphisms K L of a lattice
sequence L to be the set of g in B= such that gL s L where uu uqu gg
does not depend on u.
The only difference between a lattice chain and a lattice sequence is
 .that for the former the inclusion in a must be strict. Let L be a lattice
 4  4sequence in W. Write L , u g Z s L , k g Z , with L strictly con-u k kq1
 . tained in L ; then L is a lattice chain in W we have just dropped thek k
.  .repetitions in L . The ring B L is just the hereditary order attached to0
 .  .  .L but, in general, B L , n g Z, is not the filtration of B L given byk n 0
 .the powers of its Jacobson radical. Similarly K L is always contained in
  ..   . =.K B L the normalizer of B L in B but may be strictly contained.0 0
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LEMMA 1.2. Let L , i s 1, 2, be two lattice sequences in W such thati
 .  .B L s B L for all n. Then the L are equal up to a translation ofn 1 n 2 i
indices.
w  .xProof. This is mutadis mutandis the one of 4, Proposition 2.5 . Note
w xthat in 4 , the ground field D is assumed to be commutative; however, this
w xproperty is not used to prove this result. The reader will refer to 4 for
more properties of lattice sequences.
THEOREM 1.3. B is a hereditary o -order in B. Moreo¨er, there exists anE
 .  .o -lattice chain Y in W and an o -lattice sequence L in W, such that:D k D u
 . 0  .a B s End Y .o kD
 .  4  4b The sets L , u g Z and Y , k g Z are equal.u k
 . n  .c For any n g Z, P l B s B L .n
 . =  .d K l B s K L .
The chain Y and the sequence L are uniquely determined up to a translation
of indices.
Note that the last assertion in the theorem is a straightforward conse-
quence of Lemma 1.2.
Remark. The intersection of the parahoric subgroup U= with B= is
B=. According to the theorem, this is still a parahoric subgroup of B=.
2. SOME CANONICAL DECOMPOSITIONS IN
DIRECT SUMS
 .We observe that in the split case i.e., when D s F , B is easy to
 wcompute because it is attached to the same lattice chain as U see 3,
 .x.1.2 . The idea is therefore to compute centralizers in an unramified
splitting of A.
 .By restriction of scalars, V is a right L-vector space and X is ank
 .o -lattice chain. We may form the split algebra A s End V and theL L
0  .hereditary order U s End X of A.o kL
 .The A, L -bimodule structure of V induces a natural map f: A m LF
ª A, which is an isomorphism of L-algebras. The isomorphism f restricts
wto an isomorphism of o -orders U m o ª U. Indeed, according to 5,L o LF
 .x wProposition 4.5 , the order U m o is hereditary, and according to 5,o LF
 . .xLemma 4.4 ii , its Jacobson radical is P m o . By looking at theo LF
actions of U m o and P m o on the chain X, we get thato L o LF F
 .  .  .  .f U m o ; U and f P m o s rad f U m o ; rad U . Weo L o L o LF F Fw  .xknow 8, Lemma 39.10 that the hereditary orders in A are the minimal
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 .ones for the ordering `` R F R9 if and only if R ; R9 and rad R ;
 .  .rad R9 .'' Therefore the equality f U m o s U holds.o LF
In the following, we identify the algebras A m L and A, as well as theF
two orders U m o and U. We are going to compute B s U l B mo L FF
.  .L s B m o . Observe that B is nothing other than U l End V .o L EmLF
Recall that E m L can be written as a direct sum [ Ei, each EiF is1, . . . , s
being an extension of F which contains a copy of E and a copy of L and is
the composed field of these two copies. This is the unique decomposition
of the ring E m L as a sum of distinct minimal ideals. As an extension ofF
E, each Ei is unramified. Note also that any E m L-module is semisimpleF
and that any simple E m L-module is isomorphic to one of the Ei. In ourF
case, V is moreover a faithful E m L-module, because this moduleF
structure is the restriction of the structure of A m L-module, which isF
 i 4obviously faithful. Writing 1 , i s 1, . . . , s for the set of standard idempo-
tents in E m L, we get that V s [ V i, where V i s 1iV / 0. Each V i isF i
canonically an Ei-vector space.
LEMMA 2.1. For i s 1, . . . , s, k g Z, let X i denote 1iX . Then:k k
 . ia For any k, X s [ X .k k
 .  i . iib Each X is an o -lattice sequence in V .k k g Z E
i .Proof. Assertion a comes from the fact that 1 belongs to U , since
i
i i1 g 6 [ o s o m o ; U. Note that the equality o s o m[E E o L E E oF F
o holds because LrF is unramified.L
i i . i i . iiFor any k, o X s 1 o m o 1 X s 1 o m o X , since 1E k E o L k E o L kF F
commutes with elements of o m o and 1i1i s 1i. Moreover sinceE o LF i .o m o ; U , each X is o m o -stable and we get 1 o m o XE o L k E o L E o L kF F F
; 1iX s X i . The X i's are o -lattices and o i-modules in V i, thus arek k k L E
o i-lattices as well.E
i i . i .Observe that for each i, E is the composed field 1 E m 1 .1 1 m L ,
i .with 1 1 m L rF unramified. Therefore if p is a uniformizer of E, thenE
i . iip s 1 p m 1 is a uniformizer of E . By assumption p g K, so thereE E E
 .exists an integer n such that p m 1 X s X , for any k g Z. ApplyingE k kqn
i i . i1 to each side of this equality, we obtain 1 p m 1 X s X , andE k kqn
i . i i i1 p m 1 1 X s X , since 1 and p m 1 commute. We have got thatE k kqn E
i i  i .ip X s X , and by definition X is a lattice sequence in theE k kqn k k g Z
Ei-space V i.
Any element of End V has to commute with each 1i and thereforeEmL
maps V i into V i, for i s 1, . . . , s. In other words, B m L s End VF EmL
ican be identified with End V ; A. An element b s [b of B m L[ E i i F
i i .belongs to U if, and only if, [b X ; X , for any k; that is, b X ; Xi k k i k k
for any k and any i. Similarly, an element b s [b of B m L lies ini F
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n n  .P s P m o here P denotes the Jacobson radical of U if, and onlyo LF
if, b X i ; X i for any k and any i. We have proved:i k kqn
LEMMA 2.2. For any n g Z, we ha¨e the equality
s
n n iP l B m L s P l B m o s B X , .  .  .[F o L n kF
is1
i i i i .  4iwhere B X s x g End V rxX ; X , i s 1, . . . , s, n g Z.n k E k kqn
i .In particular, for each i, B X is a hereditary order.0 k
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3
There exists a canonical isomorphism of E m L-algebras between
 .B m L and B m E m L and this last algebra can be rewritten B mF E F E
 i. i i[ E s [ B m E . The isomorphism B m L , [ B m E restrictsi E F Ei i
to M m o , [ M m o i , for any o -module M in B.o L o E EiF E
Each B m Ei is canonically isomorphic to End i V i and we identifyE E
these two Ei-algebras. The assertion in Lemma 2.2 amounts to saying
n i i .  .ithat [ P l B m o s [ B X . Fixing one i and applying 1 too E n ki iE
these o m o -modules, we getE o LF
n i
iP l B m o s B X , for any n. 3.1 .  . .o E n kE
i .  . wiFor n s 0, we have U l B m o s B X . According to 5, Propo-o E 0 kE
 .xsition 4.5 , an order in a simple algebra is hereditary if, and only if, it
remains hereditary after an unramified base change. The order B is thus
i i .hereditary, since E rE is unramified and B X is hereditary.0 k
 .  .  .To prove assertions a , b , c of Theorem 1.3, we use the following
result, whose proof is postponed to Section 6.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Fix i.
 .  .  .i There exists an o -lattice sequence L in W, such that B L mD n o Ei .io s B X , for any n.E n k
 .ii We can choose the indexing of L so that the sequences
 .  i i .dim L rL and dim X rX are equal.k u uq1 k u uq1iD E
 n . iThanks to this proposition, we get that, for all n, P l B m o so EE
 . n  .iB L m o , whence P l B s B L . The chain Y of the theorem isn o E nE
obtained from L by dropping the repetitions.
Remark. Because of Lemma 1.2, up to a translation of indices, the
 .lattice sequence L does not depend on i.
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 .To complete the proof of Theorem 1.3, we must establish assertion d .
 = 4  .For all n g Z, put K s g g A rgX s X k g Z , and similarly K Ln k kqn n
 = 4  .s g g B rgL s L k g Z . We have K s D K and K L sk kqn n n
 .D K L and we just have to proven n
for any n , K l B s K L . .n n
Observe that an element g of B= belongs to K if, and only if, then
i  . i iimage g m 1 of g in B m E satisfies g m 1 X s X , for any k. ThisE k kqn
i y1 i .  .is equivalent to g m 1 g B X and g m 1 g B X , for any i.n k yn k
 .  . y1  .Using 3.2 , this can be rewritten g g B L and g g B L , which isn yn
 .equivalent to g g K L , as required.n
4. GOOD EMBEDDINGS FOR HEREDITARY ORDERS
We keep the notation as in the previous sections.
DEFINITION 4.1. The embedding ErF is said to be good, if the normal-
 . =izer K B of B in B is contained in K, or equivalently, if K l B s
 .K B .
We should note at once that this notion is weaker than the Frohlich'sÈ
 . wnotion of sound embedding see Section 5 for a counterexample . Recall 7,
xTheorem 2 that when U is principal, the embedding ErF is said to be
 .sound if ErF is unramified, B is principal, and K B ; K.
The following proposition and its proof can be used as an effective
criterion in order to see whether a given embedding is good or not.
Since o is contained in U and o l P s p , we can attach to E aE E E
canonical k -linear embedding i : k ª UrP.F E
 .PROPOSITION 4.2. The fact that ErF is good depends only on i k . MoreE
 .=precisely, let j : E ª A be another F-embedding such that j E ; K. As-1 1
 .  .sume that i k s i k , where i is the embedding of k in UrP attached1 E E 1 E
 .to j . Then ErF is good if , and only if , j E rF is good.1 1
Proof. Observe first that the embedding ErF is good if, and only if,
 .  .  .using the notation of 1.3 , we have K L s K B .
 .  .LEMMA 4.3. Let t be the smallest period of Y. Then K L s K B if ,
 .and only if , the repetitions in L are t-periodical, i.e., if the following
 .condition holds: For any u g Z, if Y occurs exactly n times in L , then Yu uqt
occurs exactly n times as well.
 .  .  .Proof. We always have K L ; K B . Choose z in K B such that
 . Z = =  .zY s Y , for any u. Then we have K B s z B , with B ; K L .u uqt
 .  .  .Therefore K B ; K L if, and only if, z g K L , which gives the
condition in the lemma.
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COROLLARY 4.4. ErF is a good embedding if , and only if , the repetitions
 i .in X are t-periodical for any i s 1, . . . , s, or equi¨ alently for one i.k
Proof. The periodicity relation can be read on the sequence
 .  i i .dim L rL , which coincides with dim X rX by choosing ak u uq1 k u uq1iD E
 .good indexing for L Lemma 3.2 ; the corollary follows.
Let us now prove Proposition 4.2. Observe that t is the smallest period
 .of the sequence u ¬ dim Y rY , or the smallest period of the subse-k u uq1D
 i i .quence of non-zero terms in the sequence dim X rX , where i isk k kq1L
fixed.
From the embedding i, we get an embedding of k in UrP m k ,E k LF
UrP. The action of U on X induces a k -linear map UrP ªk F
 .End X rX . Therefore for each k, we have a k -embedding of k ink k kq1 F EL
End X , which allows us to see X as a k m k -module; this modulek k k E k LL F
structure depends only on i.
The radical of the ring o m o is p m o . Let x ¬ x denote theE o L E o LF F
 .  .reduction map from o m o to o m o r p m o , k mE o L E o L E o L E kF F F Fi .ik . Since o m o s [ o s [ 1 o m o is a decomposition in aL E o L E E o Li iF Fw  .xdirect sum of indecomposable ideals, then 6, Theorem 6.8 so is k mE k Fi i .  4k s [ 1 k m k . By a unicity argument, we have that 1 , i s 1, . . . , sL E k Li F
is the set of standard idempotents of the semisimple algebra k m k .E k LFi i i j iPut X s X rX , i s 1, . . . , s, k g Z. The module 1 X is trivial ifk k kq1 k
i ij / i, and equals X if j s i. From Lemma 2.1, we get X s [ X ,k k kis1, . . . , s
and this is the decomposition of X into k m k -isotypic components; itk E k LF
depends only on the imbedding k ª UrP.E
Now, fixing i, t is the smallest period of the sequence of non-zero terms
iin dim X and therefore depends only on k ª UrP. A repetition in thek k EL i i .  .sequence X can be read on the sequence X : it corresponds to ak k
 .trivial term. We conclude that the periodicity condition of 4.3 can be
i .read on the X and depends only on the embedding of the residual fieldk
k .E
If a given embedding k ª UrP corresponds to a good embedding, theE
t
same thing holds for the embedding k ª k ª UrP , for any t inE E
 .Gal k rk . Indeed the composition by t only permutes the sequencesE F
i .X , i s 1, . . . , s. This proves that the periodicity condition depends onlyk
 .on i k .E
5. TWO TYPICAL EXAMPLES
w xIn 7, Remark following Theorem 2 , Frohlich gave an example of aÈ
 . w x1r2non-sound embedding; let us recall it. Here A s M D , d s D : F ,2 d
 .  .which we write in block description: A s M A9 , A9 s M D . Consider2 d
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  ..the maximal order U s M M o . Let ErF be an unramified exten-2 d D
sion of degree d. We may embed E in A9 in two ways:
j : E ª D s 1 m D ª M F m D s A9, .1 d F
i
j : E ª M F s M F m 1 ª M F m D s A9. .  .  .2 d d d F
 .=  .We choose j such that i E normalizes M o . Consider the embed-2 d F
 .   .  ..  .ding j : E ª A given by j x s diag j x , j x g M A9 . Then j is not1 2 2
sound. We can be more precise:
PROPOSITION 5.1. With the notation of Section 1, B is not a principal
  . .  .order in particular j E is not sound . Howe¨er, j E is a good embedding.
Proof. We make A act on D2 d. The order U is then attached to the
 2 d. k lattice chain X s o p . It is an easy exercise to prove that s s d s isk D D
.the number of simple components of E m L and that, for each i sF
w i i x1, . . . , d, the sequence dim X rX is d-periodic and its first d termsk j jq1D
 .are d q 1, 1, 1, . . . , 1 up to a cyclic permutation . Our embedding is good
because there is no zero term in this sequence.
i .Moreover the B X are not principal orders, since the sequence0 k
 w  . .x.d q 1, 1, 1, . . . , 1 is not constant cf. 2, 1.3.2 ii . Therefore B is not
principal.
We are going to give a second example where the embedding is neither
 .  .good, nor sound. Take A s M D , d s 8, and U s M o . If we make6 6 D
6 0  .  6 . kA act on D , then U s End X , where X s o p . Let ErF be ano k k D DD
unramified extension of degree 8. Choose a first embedding j : E ª D,
 .  . g g  .  .gsuch that j E s L and for each g g Gal LrF , define j by j x s j x .
 .   . s  . s  . s 2 .Define an embedding i : E ª A, by i x s diag j x , j x , j x , j x ,
s 3 . s 3 ..  .=j x , j x , where s is as in Section 1. We clearly have i E ; K.
w i i xHere we have s s 8 and for each i, the sequence dim X rX isk j jq1D
8-periodic and its first 8 terms are 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 2 up to a cyclic
.permutation . The smallest period of B is the smallest period of 1, 2, 1, 2,
 .1, 2, . . . , that is, t s 2. However, the repetitions in L are not t-periodi-
 .  .cal: we can index the chain Y such that Y occurs 5 times in L , but Yk 0 2
occurs only once.
6. UNRAMIFIED BASE CHANGE AND
LATTICE SEQUENCES
We keep the notation as in Section 3 and we are going to prove
 4Proposition 3.2. From now on we fix i g 1, 2, . . . , s .
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Since E is the centre of B, the action of B on V commutes with the
action of E m L on V. In particular V i has a natural structure ofF
 i. iB, E -bimodule, which induces the natural isomorphism of E -algebras:
f : B m Ei ª End i V i.E E
w x1r2 i w i xLet d s D : E . Since E rE splits B, E : E is a multiple of d . Let
i i  iE be the unique subextension of E rE with degree d recall that E rE iso
. iunramified . Fix an E-embedding j: E ª D, so that W becomes a righto
i i i  i.iE -vector space. The E -space W m E is naturally a B, E -bimodule,o Eo
whence a module over the central simple Ei-algebra B m Ei. A simpleE
computation shows that V i and W m i Ei have the same dimension overEo
Ei; therefore there exists an isomorphism of B m Ei-modules c : V i ª WE
m i Ei. In other words, the following diagram commutes,Eo




i .i iEnd W m EE Eo
where c a is the isomorphism of Ei-algebras induced by c and where f9
is given by the B m Ei-module structure of W m i Ei. From now on weE Eo
identify V i with W m i Ei, so that f s f9.Eo
Recall that we have a canonical isomorphism of Ei -algebras f :o 1
B m Ei ª End i W, as well as a canonical isomorphism of Ei-algebras:E o Eo
 . i  i.i i i if : End W m E ª End W m E . It is not difficult to see that2 E E E Eo o o
 . i  i .if s f ( f m id , where we have identified B m E with B m E2 1 E E E o
m i Ei canonically.Eo i i .  .iLet L be an o -lattice chain in V such that B X st t g Z E 0 k
0  .  .End L ; similarly let Y be an o -lattice chain in W such thato t t t g Z DiE 0  .B s End Y . There exists a strictly increasing sequence of integerso tD
 . iu such that X s L , u F k - u , t g Z.t t g Z k t t tq1
As in Section 2, we have that
f B m o i s End0 i Y ; End i W . 6.1 .  . .1 o E E t EE o o o
y1w -  .x  i i .iObserve that f End Y m o is stable under Gal E rE and2 o t o E oi iE Eo
that
y1 0
i if End Y m o l End W m 1 s End Y m 1. . . .2 o t o E E o ti i iE E o Eo o
w x y1w 0  .xiAccording to 5, Sect. 4 , we have that f End Y m o s2 o t o Ei iE Eo0  . i iEnd Y m o , i.e., f restricts to an isomorphism of o -orders:o t o E 2 Ei iE Eo o
End0 Y m o i ª End0 Y m o i . 6.2 .  . .o t o E o t o Ei i i iE E E Eo o o
 .  .  . 0  .i iCombining 6.1 and 6.2 we get that f B m o s End Y m o .o E o t o Ei iE E Eo
i  ..  .  .iBy assumption equality 3.1 , we have f B m o s B X , whenceo E 0 kE
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i 0 .  .  .iB X s End L s End Y m o . Since the chain of a heredi-0 k o t o t o Ei i iE E Eo
tary order is determined up to a translation of indices, we may choose the
 . iindexing on Y such that Y m o s L , t g Z.t t o E tiEo . i iDefine a sequence L of o -orders in W by X s L m o , k g Z,k D k k o EiEo
or equivalently by L s Y , u F k - u , t g Z.k t t tq1
 .PROPOSITION 6.3. L is an o -lattice sequence in W.D
Proof. Fix a uniformizer p of D such that p d s p is a uniformizerD D E
of E. We have to prove that there exists an integer u such that L p sk D
L , k g Z. Let r be the integer such that Y p s Y ; then such ankqu t D tqr
integer u exists if, and only if, the following holds:
 .for any t g Z, if Y occurs l times in L , then Y occurs l times ast tqr
well, or equivalently:
 i .for any t g Z, if L occurs l times in X , then L occurs l times ast k tqr
well.
To prove this last assertion, it is enough to establish:
LEMMA 6.4. There exists g g Aut V i such that g is an automorphism ofF
 .the o -lattice sequence L and such that gL s L , t g Z.F t tqr
 .  .Proof. Put e s e ErF and f s f ErF . The number of simple com-
 .  .ponents in E m L is then s s f , d and Gal LrF acts transitively onF
them. It follows that
the stabilizer of Ei in Gal LrF is the unique subgroup of order drs. 6.5 .  .
 .The A, D -bimodule structure of V allows us to indentify End V withF
o o  .A m D , where D is the algebra opposed to D. Thanks to 6.5 , we haveF
that the two F-endomorphisms 1i and 1 m p s commute. Therefore 1 m p sD D
induces an F-automorphism of V i that we still denote by 1 m p s .D
The relation X p s X , k g Z, gives X ip s s X i , k g Z. It fol-k D kqr k D kqr s
s  i .lows that 1 m p is an automorphism of the o -lattice sequence X andD F k
 . m  s .ntherefore of the o -lattice chain L . More generally, p m p is anF E D
 i .  m  s .n .automorphism of X for all m, n g Z. We have deg p m p sk L. E D
 .  s .m deg p m 1 q n deg 1 m p , and to prove the lemma we areL. E L. D
reduced top showing that
gcd deg p m 1 , deg 1 m p s s r . 6.6 .  . . .L. E L. D
d  .  .Since p s p , we have deg p m 1 s dr and deg p m 1 sD E L. E L. F
 s .d r sdr e, for any uniformizer p of F. Since p is a uniformizer of F, weF D
 s .get that deg 1 m p s dr esrd. Now a straightforward computation,L. D
 w x.  w x.based on the equality d s dr d, E : F see, e.g., 10, Proposition 1 ,
 .gives d , d esrd s 1. This completes the proof of Lemma 6.4 and Proposi-
tion 6.3.
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Let us come back to the proof of Proposition 3.2. For all integer n, put
Ä i .  4iB L s x g End WrxL ; L , k g Z . Since each X s L mn E k kqn k k o io Eo
i i y1 i . w  .xio is stable under the action of Gal E rE , so is f B XE o 2 n k
y1 i iÄw  .x  .  .ifor all n. Moreover we have f B X l End W m 1 s B X , for2 n k E n ko
all n. The usual descent argument implies that
i Ä iB X s f B L m o , n g Z. 6.7 .  . .n k 2 n o E /iEo
By identifying Ei with a subfield of D via the embedding j, we mayo
consider B m Ei , End i W as being contained in B m Do , End W.E o E E Eo
 i .Any subset of the former algebra is stable under Gal E rE if, and only if,o
 .  .y1it is stable under the action x ¬ 1 m p x 1 m p , where we chooseD D
i p normalizing E recall that we identified this field with a subfield ofD o
y1 Ä.  . w xD . Since L is an o -lattice sequence, f B is stable under thisD 1 n
Ä  .   . .iaction. As usual this gives B L s f B L m o , since it is clearn 1 n o EE oy1 Äw  .x  .that f B L l B s B L .1 n n
 .Combining this last result with 6.7 , we get that the isomorphism f
Ä i .irestricts to B m o ª B X as required.n o E n kE
From the equalities X i s L m o i , we get the isomorphisms ofk k o EiEo
i i  .i ik -modules X rX , L rL m k . In particular we haveE k kq1 k kq1 k EiEo
 i i .  .  .dim X rX s dim L rL , which equals dim L rL ,k k kq1 k k kq1 k k kq1i iE E Do
since j induces a k -isomorphism k i ª k . This proves the secondE E Do
assertion of Proposition 3.2.
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